EDA Project

COUNTRY EXCHANGE IN TANZANIA_MAY 2024
The challenge that this proposal seeks to address key adaptation

USD 5 million

The EDA will be focused on grants to sub-national government (district and local government) and civil society organizations (CSOs).
IDENITIFICATION, FORMULATION AND APPLICATION

- **Solicitation and Eligibility**: Publicly soliciting applications for grants and determining eligibility (PPD submission)
- **Conceptualization**: Defining the purposes / nature of the programme and developing a Project Profile Document (PPD).

SCREENING PROCESS

- **PPD Selection**: Reviewing PPD applications, selecting potential fund beneficiaries
- **PD Selection**: Qualifying PPDs are invited to develop a full Project Document (PD).
- **Official evaluation of PDs by independent assessors**.
- **Investment Committee (IC) review** and recommendation of PDs to the **Board of Directors (BD)**.
- **Pre-Award Survey**: conducted by the FONERWA Secretariat, for assessing financial and technical capacity of the potential fund beneficiary

DECISION AND GRANT AWARD

- **Board of Directors Award Decision** on the basis of recommendation of the IC and Pre-Award survey reports.
- **Finalization of Grant Agreement**: signature of the Grant Agreement between FONERWA and the fund beneficiary
ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES

NIE (Ministry of Environment)

- The overall management of the projects and programmes financed by the Adaptation Fund, and will bear all financial, monitoring, and reporting responsibilities

NEE (Rwanda Green Fund)

- Execute adaptation projects and programmes supported by the Fund under the oversight of the Implementing Entities.